
Name:Ann McMahon Unit/ Module    Math
Unit 4 / Module 17

Week of:   May 3 - 7  , 2021

Lesson Plans

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

TEKS/
Standards

K.6A, K.6E, K.1A K.6A, K.6D, K.1D K.6A, K.6D, K.1A K.6A, K.6D, K.1A K.6A, K.6E, K.1A

Objective(s) TSW:
Identify Circles

TSW:
Identify Triangles

TSW:
Identify Rectangles

TSW:
Identify Squares

Module 17

Assessment

Bellwork Practice writing
numbers from 1 - 100

Practice writing to 100
by 5’s.

Practice writing to 100 by
10’s

Practice writing to 100
by 5’s & 10’s.

Learning
Activities

Interactive Student
Lesson 17.1 with

Scout on Smartboard

Interactive Student
Lesson 17.2 with
Scout on Smartboard

Interactive Student
Lesson 17.3 with Scout
on Smartboard

Interactive Student
Lesson 17.4 with
Scout on Smartboard

Key
Vocabulary

Circle, curve,
two-dimensional

shapes

Triangles, sides,
vertex, vertices,

corners

Rectangles Square

Guided/
Independent
Practice

Guide students to trace
around the circle with their
finger while saying round.

Guide students to touch a
side.  Then touch & count all 3
sides .  Have students touch a
corner & explain a corner is
where 2 sides meet.  Tell them
another word for corner is
vertex or vertices.  Let the
students count the corners &
vertices.

Guide students to trace around
the rectangles with their
fingers. Find the worm sitting
on the side & count the sides.
Draw a circle around each
vertex. Now count your circles.

Guide students to trace
around the square with their
fingers. Find the worm &
count the sides . Draw a
circle around each vertex
Now count your circles..

.

Closure/Home
work

Discuss with students that
circles are curved and flat.

Discuss with students that a
triangle will have 3 sides & 3
vertices. Have students put a
circle around where 2 sides
meet. Remind them this is a
vertice.

Discuss with students that a
rectangle will have 4 sides & 4
vertices.

Remind students that a
square will have 4 equal
sides.



Assessment-
Formative
Summative
Exit Ticket

Draw a circle & tell me 2
things about a circle.

HWK 17.1

Draw a triangle & tell me
3 things about a

triangle.

HWK  17.2

Draw a rectangle & tell
me 2 things about a

rectangle.

HWK 17.3

Draw a square & tell
me 2 things about a
square.

HWK 17.4

Assessment
Module 17

Key Questions During Lesson

How can you identify, sort and describe circles ?

How can you identify & describe triangles ?

How can you identify & describe rectangles ?

How can you Identify & describe squares ?


